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Abstract

Previous research into the problem of cell library synthesis for digital VLSI design has concentrated mostly on rel-
atively simple 1-dimensional cell topologies for static CMOS designs. Recent interest has emerged in less constrained
2-dimensional topologies to support more complex non-dual circuits such as latches and flip flops, as well as high
performance circuit families such as CVSL, PTL, and domino CMOS. We discuss a CAD methodology which supports
a generalized placement and routing approach to the realization of mask geometry for such complex circuits. We
explore the options available within this methodology, show how the transistor level placement and routing problems
at the transistor level differ from those at the block level, and present some results for a prototype tool, TEMPO,
which adopts this methodology.
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1 Introduction

Library cells make up the lowest level of the digital VLSI design hierarchy. Clearly, the quality of the cells will
have a direct impact on the quality of the final design. The cells must be designed to be compact and fast, with mini-
mized power and parasitics, and with careful attention to requirements on the physical appearance of the cells as
viewed by the higher-level placement and routing tools. Automated synthesis techniques have found limited applica-
tion at the cell level because existing tools are unable to match the quality of human designed cells. For this reason
cells are often designed by hand, requiring a significant investment in manpower.

An additional difficulty lies in the fact that the lifetime of a typical cell library may be as short as one or two years.
Compaction techniques may be used to migrate a cell library to a new process technology if little more than a linear
shrink is required, but this is unlikely to extend the lifetime for more than one or two generations before the loss in
performance necessitates a complete redesign of the library. These problems are only becoming worse as device
geometries shrink into the deep submicron regime.

In order to account for deep submicron effects, ever closer interaction is required between front end synthesis tools
and back end placement and routing tools, power and delay optimization tools, and parasitic extraction tools. In order
to enable this interaction, cell libraries must become ever more flexible. Multiple versions of each cell with different
drive strengths are required. It may even be necessary to support versions of cells in different logic families with dif-
ferent power/delay trade-offs.

In addition to the need for families of cells which are parameterized in terms of their electrical behavior, it has
been demonstrated [1] that standard-cell placement and routing tools are able to obtain significantly higher routing
quality if they have the ability to choose from multiple instances of cells with a wide variety of pin orderings. Over
five benchmarks circuits, an average reduction in the number of routing tracks of 10.8% was demonstrated by the
authors.

It seems clear that as the number of cells in a typical cell library grows from the hundreds into the thousands, a
dramatic increase in designer productivity will be required, necessitating a move toward more automated cell synthe-
sis techniques. The authors of [1], in fact, advocate a move completely away from static cell libraries as we know
them, toward a system which permits the automated synthesis of cells on demand. This would permit logic synthesis
tools to request specific logic decompositions, doing away with the traditional technology mapping step; standard-
cell and datapath placement and routing tools to request cells with an exact pin ordering; interconnect optimization
tools to request cells with specific input and output impedance values; and power optimization tools to request cells,
perhaps from one of several different logic families, with specific power/delay trade-offs.

Such an on-demand cell synthesis system will require effort on many fronts:

1. Automated transistor schematic generation: constraint driven logic family selection, netlist creation, and
transistor sizing.

2. Automated cell geometry synthesis.

3. Automated cell testing and characterization.

4. Development of enabling logic synthesis, placement and routing, and power/delay optimization technology.

In this paper we address the second item in the above list: the fully automatic synthesis of library cell mask geom-
etry. The input specification consists of a sized transistor-level schematic, a process technology description (design
rules, parasitics, etc.), and a description of the constraints imposed by the higher-level placement and routing environ-
ment. We refer to this last item as thecell template. A list of common cell template constraints are enumerated in [1].

The CMOS cell synthesis problem has a rich history going back approximately 15 years. Most of this research has
centered on a formulation of the problem which was referred to as the “functional cell” in a seminal paper by Uehara
and VanCleemput [2]. In this style, an example of which is given in Figure1, the transistors take on a very regular
structure. They are arranged in a linear fashion so as to minimize the number of breaks in the diffusion strips (so
called “diffusion breaks”). We will refer to layouts in this style as 1-dimensional, or 1D, layouts.

The synthesis of 1D layouts can be formulated as a straightforward graph optimization problem: the location of a
minimal dual Euler-trail covering for a pair of dual series-parallel multigraphs. Uehara and VanCleemput developed
an approximate solution technique for this problem, while Maziasz and Hayes [3] presented the first provably optimal
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algorithms.
A major drawback of the 1D layout style is that it directly applies only to fully complementary non-ratioed series-

parallel CMOS circuits. Several significant systems have extended this style to cover circuits with limited degrees of
irregularity. Among these areExcellerator [4], LiB [5], andPicasso-II [6]. Dynamic CMOS circuits, if the p-channel
pull up transistors are ignored, can be optimized using a single-row 1D formulation. A good summary is presented by
Basaran [7].

Despite the elegant formulation presented by the one-dimensional abstraction, it must break down at some point.
When designing aggressive high-performance circuits the designer may call upon logic families such as domino-
CMOS, pseudo-NMOS, Cascode Voltage Switch Logic (CVSL), and Pass Transistor Logic (PTL). These provide the
designer with different size/power/delay trade-offs than are available with a static CMOS implementation. However,
these non-complementary ratioed logic families often result in physical layouts which are distinctly 2-dimensional in
appearance.

An example of such a circuit is shown in Figure2. The example is a hand designed mux-flipflop standard cell
implemented in a complementary GaAs process [8]. This example demonstrates a number of properties which deviate
from the standard 1-dimensional style:

1. It is highly irregular. Some regularity is present in the rows, or “stacks” of merged transistors, but these stacks
are of non-uniform size and are not arranged in two simple rows.

2. There are instances of complex geometry sharing, such as the “L” shaped structure in the upper-left corner.

3. The transistors are given a wide variety of channel widths.

4. The routing is non-trivial.

5. The port structure required by the back end placement and routing tools must be taken into account.

A variety of approaches have been taken to address the 2D cell synthesis problem. Tani et. al. [9] and Gupta and
Hayes [10] discuss a style in which 2-dimensional layouts are formed from multiple 1-dimensional rows. The former
presented a heuristic technique based on min-cut partitioning while the latter presented an exact formulation, called
CLIP, based on integer linear programming. To distinguish this style from non row-based 2-dimensional styles, we
refer to it as being 1-1/2 dimensional.

Xia et. al. [11] developed a method for BiCMOS cell generation. They group MOS transistors into locally optimal
chains which behave as fixed blocks in the design. Bipolar transistors are treated individually and are given a fixed
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Figure 1: An example of a cell designed in the “functional cell” style of Uehara and VanCleemput
[2].
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area with a flexible aspect ratio. A branch and bound algorithm is used to explore a slicing tree based floorplanning
model of the circuit to find a placement of minimal area.

Fukui et. al. [12] developed a system for 2-dimensional digital transistor placement and routing. A simulated
annealing algorithm is used to find good groupings of transistors into diffusion-shared stacks and a greedy explora-
tion of a slicing structure is performed to find a 2-dimensional virtual grid floorplan. A symbolic router is used to per-
form detailed routing, and a final compaction step is used to permit transistors within stacks to slide into locally
optimal positions.

In a more recent work by the same group, Saika and Fukui et. al. [13] present a second tool which operates by stat-
ically grouping the transistors into maximally sized series chains and then locating a high quality 1-dimensional solu-
tion in order to form more complex chains. Then a simulated annealing algorithm is used to modify this linear
ordering by placing the diffusion connected groups onto a 2-dimensional virtual grid. Routing is done by hand.

It is also relevant to discuss work in analog circuit placement and routing in this context. One such system isKoan/
Anagram by Cohn et. al. [15]. This system uses simulated annealing to find a placement of analog components,
simultaneously seeking to optimize device connectivity through arbitrary geometry sharing, while satisfying design
rule constraints as well as analog constraints such as device symmetry and matching. It then uses a custom area router
with aggressive rip-up and re-route capability to make the remaining required connections.

In this work we present the architecture for a 2D cell synthesis system which targets complex non complementary
digital MOS circuits. We approach the problem as a general transistor level placement and routing problem, and show
how existing placement and routing models and algorithms can be tailored specifically to digital transistor-level
design.

A common theme among existing 2D cell synthesis systems [11,12,13] is that they attempt to capture localized
regularity by grouping transistors into locally optimal transistor chains, or “stacks”. However, in all three systems this
grouping is performed statically before placement.Koan [15], which is targeted at analog synthesis, performs no
static clustering or stack formation, but instead allows these structures to form dynamically during placement. When
applied to digital cells we found that Koan’s dynamic cluster formation was not able to discover the large regular
clusters which are characteristic of digital designs (see Figure13) but we take inspiration from its flexibility . An
important theme in this work will be an examination of methods which permit the placement step to dynamically alter
the transistor groupings during placement.

In Section 2 we introduce our proposed cell synthesis framework. Section 4 discusses the implementation of our
experimental system, which is namedTEMPO. Section 5 presents some experimental results and Section 6 summa-
rizes our conclusions and discusses our plans for future work.
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Figure 2: A manually designed cell showing complex two-dimensional layout structure
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2 Proposed Methodology

As our top level framework we adopt the flow of steps diagrammed in Figure3, which was first suggested in [7].
We begin with a sized transistor netlist as well as the relevant design rules and cell template information. In the first
step, clusters of transistors are formed, each representing a set to be composed into a single merged structure, ortran-
sistor stack. Clusters of size one represent degenerate stacks, or individual transistors. In the second step, large tran-
sistors may befolded, or split into two or more parallel-connected transistors of equivalent width. An ordering for the
transistors in each stack is selected, and the geometry for each stack is generated. In the third step, a placement of the
stacks is found that assigns them unique locations. Such a placement must satisfy the design rules and template con-
straints, should minimize some cost function, and leave enough empty space so that a feasible routing is guaranteed to
exist. The fourth and final step generates the routing geometry to make the remaining electrical connections which
were not made through direct connection by abutment. In general, it is not required that these four steps be performed
sequentially. An algorithm may merge two or more steps, or iterate between them.

In the remainder of this section we discuss each step in more detail, outline the choices which we have adopted in
our current implementation, and discuss how our methods extend those of previous authors.

2.1 Transistor Clustering

In the first step, transistor clustering, the task is to determine the optimal number of transistor stacks and which
transistor(s) belongs in each stack. At this stage very little information is available, only the transistor connectivity
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and the sizes of each transistor, so the choices can only be heuristic in nature. Figure 4 shows the clustering used in
the manually designed CGaAs Mux-FlipFlop circuit of Figure2.

Authors in previous works have used a wide variety of heuristics at this stage. In [12] the authors use simulated
annealing. In [13] only simple stacks made up of maximum length series chains were created and larger stacks are
formed during the 1D optimization step. It is also fairly common, especially in 1-dimensional tools, to approach clus-
tering by performing logic gate recognition, as in [6].

It is our opinion that, because of the heuristic nature of the decisions made at this stage, it makes little sense to
devote a large amount of effort to determining, a-priori, any sort of “optimal” static clustering. Instead we have imple-
mented a hybrid approach which allows the placement step to dynamically modify the clustering solution. During the
clustering step we simply partition the netlist into maximally sized sets of diffusion connected same-polarity transis-
tors. These sets are calledsuper-clusters. After an ordering is assigned to the transistors in these super-clusters, the
diffusion breaks are used to further partition the stacks into a number ofsub-clusters. The corresponding sub-stacks
become the atomic units available during the placement step, and orderings of the transistors in the super-stacks can
be used to induce different clusterings in the individual sub-stacks. We will elaborate on this further in Section 2.3.3.

2.2 Transistor Folding and Stack Generation

In the second step, the clusters which were formed in step 1 are realized into physical geometry. To begin, large
transistors may be “folded” in order to give individual transistors a more square aspect ratio and better allow stacked
transistors to match the width of other transistors in the same stack. A folded transistor is formed by composing two
or more parallel connected transistors to form a total channel width equivalent to the original.

After appropriate foldings are selected for each transistor, an ordering is selected for the transistors within each
stack. For individual stacks it is known that the minimum width solutions correspond to solutions with a minimum
number of covering Euler trails. It is also known that there are exponentially many Euler trails for any given stacking
[7]. For example, in Figure5 we show two different stackings for the same transistor netlist [3]. Both stacks have one
diffusion break, but stack(2) requires one fewer horizontal routing track than stack(1). Stack(2) is also slightly nar-
rower because the shared node between transistorsc andb can be made without a contact. We should point out that,
in this case, stack(2) was actually obtained by modifying the schematic—the top-level series chain was reordered.
The two circuits will have the same logical behavior, but may not be electrically equivalent. Stackings which change
the schematic should only be explored if permitted by the designer.

In order to establish the ordering of the transistors within the transistor stacks we have adopted the algorithms in
[7] which were developed for 1D linear transistor array width minimization. As shown in Figure 6, a diffusion graph
is constructed to represent the transistor connectivity. The graph vertices represent the electrical nodes in the circuit
and the edges represent a transistor whose channel connects two of these nodes. It is well known that an Euler trail

3.8 2.0

6.0 2.0
6.0

6.0
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2.0
4.1

2.0
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2.1 4.1

16.0
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Figure 4: The clustering step. The schematic implements the CGaAs Mux-FlipFlop of Figure 2,
and shows the partitioning used in the manual design. All transistor lengths are 0.5 microns.
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can be embedded in a DAG if and only if the graph has either zero or two odd-degree vertices. In order to make the
graph Eulerian, an artificial vertex (the “super” vertex) is added and edges are drawn connecting it to all odd degree
vertices (there must be an even number of these). An algorithm from [23] is used to locate an Eulerian trail on this
graph. The trail must begin and end at the super-vertex, though any internal vertex may be used if the input graph was
already Eulerian. The order in which the graph edges are visited corresponds to the ordering of the transistors in the
stack, with the super-edges corresponding to diffusion breaks.

As a final task within step 2, the physical geometry for each of the transistor stacks is realized. We implement this
through a set ofgenerators that create the design rule correct geometry, in the target technology, for stacks and for
individual transistors. In Figure7 we show the output of our stack generator for a fairly complex stack. Our generator
currently supports stacks with internal diffusion breaks, as well as adjacent uncontacted transistors. It aligns oddly
sized transistors along the bottom edge, and places ports to all external nets along this row. As shown in Figure5,
intra-stack routing is performed using a greedy left-edge algorithm, beginning from the second track and working
upward. Only if no external ports are blocked will the first track be used for routing. We also attempt to place external
ports in the top track of each transistor, if possible, to enable an escape path in both directions.

2.3 Stack Placement

It is the task of the stack placement step to assemble the transistor stacks into a configuration that is both design
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Figure 5: Two different transistor stackings generated for the same schematic.
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rule correct and which optimizes the desired cost function. In our current implementation this cost function is a
weighted combination of the placement cost (area, perimeter, aspect ratio violation, etc.) and an estimate for the rout-
ing cost:

(1)

In the implementation of the placement phase it is possible to borrow a great deal from the field of macro-block
placement. However at the transistor level, a problem which we refer to asmicro-placement[14], several differences
manifest themselves. We list them here and elaborate on each one in the following sections.
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1. Modeling of the placement search space

2. Support for arbitrary geometry sharing

3. Support for transistor stacking

4. Routing model

5. Electrical considerations

6. Presence of cell template constraints

2.3.1 Modeling of the Placement Search Space

Of particular importance is the selection of a method with which to model the placement search space. In [16], a
distinction is made betweendirect andindirect placement models. Direct models, such as those used in Timberwolf
[17] and Koan [15], represent the placement as a set of objects, each with a specificx andy coordinate. Indirect mod-
els, on the other hand, represent the placementsymbolically in an attempt to reduce the size of the search space. This
reduction is achieved by collapsing many direct placements into equivalence classes which can be regarded as identi-
cal in some sense with respect to the cost function. Two examples of indirect models are theSlicing Tree, a method
popular in the floorplanning literature which was adopted in [11] and [12], and theSequence Pair introduced by
Murata et. al [18].

We have chosen to base our placement engine on the Sequence Pair symbolic representation. This choice was
made because we conjecture that symbolic methods provide a more efficient and rigorous framework with which to
traverse the search space. In particular we chose the Sequence Pair over Slicing Trees because, as we will show, any
placement reachable within a direct model can be collapsed into an equivalence class of reachable placements in the
Sequence Pair representation. Some valid placements, on the other hand, are not representable as Slicing Trees.

The Sequence Pair model is based on the constraint graph formulation of the two-dimensional compaction prob-
lem [19,20,21]. Instead of explicitly representing the exact x andy coordinates for each object, this model simply
keeps track of the relative position which will be enforced for each pair of objects in order to prevent them from over-
lapping. For two objectsA andB, we simply need to know if B is above, below, to the right of, or to the left ofA. This
partial ordering implies a design rule constraint, in the specified direction, between the two objects. When all such
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pairwise relationships are resolved, a constraint graph can be constructed and solved to yield the actual non-overlap-
ping, design rule correct, coordinates for each object.

A Sequence Pair represents the partial ordering among placement objects as a pair of sequences, and . The
non-overlap constraint which is enforced between each pair of objects is implied by their relative positions in the two
sequences. This is best visualized with the use of an oblique grid whose axes are labelled by the two sequences, as
shown to the left in Figure8. For example, objecte appears after objectd in both sequences, placing it in the right
quadrant of the grid relative tod. This implies that a right-of constraint will be enforced betweend ande. The final
compacted placement for these objects, taking into account the constraints implied by the sequence pair and the sizes
of the objects, is shown to the right.

It has been proven [18] that the set of packings representable with the Sequence Pair isp-admissible, meaning that
it is precisely equal to the set of all feasible packings. However, each “packing” may actually represent a large set of
equivalent placements obtained using a direct placement mode. When the constraint graph is solved, all objects on the
x andy critical paths will have fixed positions, but all other objects will have someslack in their positions. These
objects may move around within their range of slack while maintaining the same total area. We currently choose the
simplest of these equivalent placements by compacting all objects toward the lower left, but one could conceivably
optimize for some secondary criterion such as routing length.

In order to systematically explore the Sequence Pair solution space, as in [18] we use simulated annealing. This
space is defined by the set of all permutations of the sequences and , and all rotations and mirrorings of each
object. The following set of moves are used by the simulated annealing engine:

1. Swap a pair of objects in either , or  or both

2. Translate one object to a different position in either, or  or both

3. Rotate and/or mirror one object into a different orientation

4. Re-order a selected super-stack or sub-stack (explained in Section 2.3.3)

Our simulated annealing engine makes use of a standard adaptive cooling schedule, automated initial temperature
selection, range limiting, and statistical move selection [22]. In Figure 9 we show a plot of the cost function during a
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Figure 9: Simulated Annealing algorithm cooling data for a typical run
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typical run of the simulated annealing algorithm as the temperature is reduced.

2.3.2 Support for Arbitrary Geometry Sharing

The most noticeable difference between block placement and transistor-level placement is the fact that the objects
being placed are no longer forbidden from overlapping. If two neighboring transistor stacks of the same diffusion
type share a common electrical node, it will be desirable to allow the objects to merge. This will often reduce the cell
area, and is also beneficial from a performance perspective, as the parasitic source and drain capacitances will be
reduced.

Our methodology supports geometry sharing at two different levels. The formation of transistor stacks takes
advantage of a great deal of the potential geometry sharing which is present in the circuit. This will be discussed in
the following section. We also allow pieces of geometry to merge during the placement step, permitting larger merged
structures to form and taking advantage of less obvious patterns of connection. We call thesesecond-order shared
structures. An example in Figure10 shows two small transistors merging with a single larger transistor.

In order to support geometry merging at the transistor level we use a fairly simple mechanism, as shown in
Figure11. If two objects are in the proper configuration such that they have electrically compatible ports facing each
other, as in Figure11(b), the design rule constraint  can be relaxed to a smaller value,  to allow those ports to
overlap. This may result in design rule violations in the final placement if the ports do not line up precisely, but this
can be repaired in a post-processing step. This form of geometry sharing is formulated to encourage the formation of
second-order source/drain shared transistor stacks, and complex stacks such as Figure10. It does not currently sup-
port more complex shared structures such as Figure11(c). This structure would require ay constraint as well as anx
constraint to ensure design rule correctness.

Figure 10: An example of a second-order shared structure
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2.3.3 Support for Transistor Stacking

As we mentioned in Section 2.1, it is very difficult to determine an optimal static clustering of the transistors into
diffusion connected stacks. This is because the clustering step has no information about the relative positions of the
stacks in the final placement. Traditional stack optimization algorithms can locate a stacking solution with minimum
width and minimum internal routing cost, but such stackings may not be globally optimal when external area and wir-
ing costs are taken into account. It is thus not cleara-priori to which stack a particular transistor should be assigned,
and which stack ordering should be chosen.

Instead of investing a great deal of effort making static clustering choices prior to placement, we have adopted a
methodology which allows the placement step to dynamically alter the clustering choices and stack orderings in order
to find a configuration that minimizes global area and wiring costs. As described in Section 2.1, the clustering step is
merely responsible for locating maximal sized sets of same-polarity diffusion connected transistors. Thesesuper-
stacks, after being formed into linear transistor arrays during the stack generation phase described in Section 2.2, are
broken at the diffusion breaks and the resultingsub-stacks are passed to the placement engine as the atomic placeable
objects.

It is easy to see that there will be many Euler trail coverings for a given super-stack, and that all of them will have
the same number of diffusion breaks. Thus, if we break the super-stacks at the positions of the diffusion breaks, and
treat each sub-stack as a separate placeable object, the number of objects being placed will remain constant. If a new
Euler trail is found for the super-stack, individual transistors may move from one sub-stack to another, and the indi-
vidual sub-stacks may grow or shrink in size depending on the number of edges traversed in each sub-trail. The sub-
stacks are free to be placed in any two-dimensional arrangement that optimizes the area and the external routing. Note
that we are not attempting to optimize the height of these transistor stacks, as is traditional in the literature. In fact, the
height of the stack is fixed by the input schematic. However, the stack geometry generator will report the number of
internal stack nets which cannot be routed over top of the stacks, and these are added to the global routing cost. Thus,
the sub-stacks are automatically optimized such that their internal routing cost is taken into account as well as the
resulting global routing cost.

In order to unify the transistor clustering and stack formation steps with the transistor placement engine, two new
moves were added to the simulated annealing move-set. The first corresponds to thesub-trail modification move
described by Basaran [7]. One of the super-stacks is selected, and a random sub-trail within the current Euler trail is
eliminated and replaced with a different randomly generated sub-trail with the same endpoints. It can be shown that
this move is complete, and can thus be used to construct every possible Euler trail which can be embedded in the
selected graph. The second move was added to increase the efficacy of the algorithm at low temperatures, when large
sub-trail modification moves can be very disruptive and are thus rarely accepted. The second move, the sub-stack
modification move, simply selects one sub-stack and locates a new ordering for its constituent transistors.

2.3.4 Routing Model

The most critical difference between block-level macro placement and transistor-level micro placement is the rout-
ing model which must be supported. A good routing model is critical because of the serialized split we have made
between placement and routing. Good estimates for the routing cost must be made in order to encourage placements
that are compact but also easily routeable. In addition, the placement step must leave sufficient empty space between
the objects to accommodate the wiring.

Routing costs in large standard cell blocks can be accurately estimated using statistical means based on Steiner
trees [24], however our experiments with these techniques at the transistor level showed that they tended to underesti-
mate the routing cost and did not encourage final placements which were easily routeable. At the transistor level, it is
our observation that multi-terminal nets are generally connected in a more point-to-point fashion. We have chosen to
estimate the routing cost metric using a minimum spanning tree (MST) approximation.

Even more difficult than computing the wiring cost is the calculation of the additional area required for routing
space. While we can generally assume that the router will be able to find some nearly direct path between terminals
which approximates its minimum spanning treecost, routingspace calculations must be able to guess exactly which
path that will be (without requiring a complete detailed routing). We have explored three techniques which are dia-
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Figure 12: A demonstration of different routing space estimation techniques. Example (a) has no
extra space reserved for routing, example (b) uses the method from [18], and example (c) uses

the method from [15]. Example (d) uses our modified version of the method in [15].
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grammed in Figure12.
Figure12(a) shows an intermediate placement without the addition of routing space. It is clear that some nets will

be unroutable. In Figure12(b) we use a technique from theKoan analog placement tool [15]. Here, each object’s
bounding box is increased to include an extra routing “halo”. This halo is proportional in size to the number of I/O
ports and inversely proportional to the perimeter of the object:

(2)

where  is an experimentally determined scaling factor for tuning purposes. We have found that this method is diffi-
cult to tune and tends to leave more space than necessary between most blocks, requiring post-routing compaction. In
addition the halos tend to make the objects more uniform in size, due to its inverse relationship to the perimeter,
resulting in placements which are more regular in appearance than manual designs.

An additional problem with the halo-based technique is that the non-uniform object growth tends to break apart
second-order shared structures that are formed through design rule relaxation as described in Section 2.3.2. An exam-
ple of this is marked with an arrow in the figures.

In Figure12(c) we use a technique for routing space insertion due to Murata [18], which is an elaboration of a
technique described by Onodera [21]. Here each object is translated from its original coordinates to a new set
of coordinates  based on an estimate of the routing resources which will be required below it and to the left.
The new position is calculated as follows:

(3)

whereT is the routing pitch,  and  are the set of nets whose bounding boxes begin before objecti in x andy,
 and  are the height and width of neti’s bounding box, andH andW are the height and width of the original

placement. Again,  is an experimentally determined scaling factor. In the figure  correspond to the coordi-
nate of the lower-left corner of each object. The additional boxes demonstrate the movement of each object—their
lower left corners mark  and their upper-right corners mark , for the objectsi appearing at their
upper-right corners. This method, designed for block placement, uses a greedy heuristic which assumes that every
horizontal (vertical) net makes exactly one vertical (horizontal) jog at the far left edge of its bounding box. We have
found that this method introduces a nonuniform bias in the routing, concentrating the routing space toward the lower
left corner, leaving objects closer to the upper and right edges crowded together.

The final technique which we have explored is shown in Figure12(d). This method, attempting to correct some of
the problems which we found with Murata’s method, makes different use of the method of Onodera [21]. We simply
solve Equation (3) for  and , the upper right corner of the design, and assigns new coordinates to the
blocks based on the following:

(4)

This method approximate the total number of horizontal and vertical routing tracks which will be required, assuming
that each net occupies one horizontal and one vertical track, and distributes these evenly throughout the design. As
can be seen in the example, the allocation of routing space appears more uniform than in example (c), without the
strong bias toward the lower-left corner.

As a final observation, note that the latter two expansion-based techniques based on Onodera’s method do not
break apart second-order shared structures (marked with an arrow) which were present in the original un-expanded
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placement. This is explicitly supported in the expansion algorithm by identifying instances of geometry sharing and
assigning all shared structures the same expansion factor as the most lower-left shared object.

We have chosen to adopt the final technique described above, which we termproportional expansion, for the rea-
sons stated above. However, we still feel that these techniques are overly heuristic in nature and we are actively
researching new alternatives.

2.3.5 Other Issues

We also listed two other issues which are of concern when adopting block level placement models to transistor
level placement: electrical considerations, and the presence of cell template constraints.

An important aspect of transistor level synthesis is the optimization of the electrical performance of the circuit.
Parasitic capacitances are minimized through geometry sharing, but one may also wish to analyze other properties
such as crosstalk and the noise immunity of sensitive dynamic nodes. These may be incorporated into the cost func-
tion or as constraints in the move set.

Finally, one must account for a large number of possible constraints resulting from the cell template specification,
as discussed in Section 12.1. Some of these may be complex and non trivial to account for in the placement and rout-
ing models. For our experiments we have adopted a relatively simple datapath style cell template specification which
we explain in Section 4.

3 Routing

The final step of the synthesis design flow is routing. In our implementation, the placement step is responsible for
ensuring that the routing problem is feasible. The routing step as we view it does not directly affect the cost function
(except perhaps through routing parasitics.) For the final placement, either a feasible routing exists or it does not.
Much research has been done in the field of detailed maze routing, and we make use of an existing tool: Anagram-II,
an analog maze router described in [15].

4 Implementation

In this section we discuss a prototype tool calledTEMPO (Transistor Enabled Micro Placement Optimization.) We
have been using this tool as a framework to explore the ideas discussed in the previous sections. TEMPO is imple-
mented in C++ and has been tested under the Sun Solaris and Linux operating systems.

As discussed in Section 2.2.3., we have implemented a generic placement engine based on the symbolic Sequence
Pair model. This has been adapted to transistor level placement through the representation of placeable transistor and
stack geometry primitives, dynamic transistor clustering and stack re-organization, and an adjacency analysis step
which collapses the design rule constraints in order to allow arbitrary geometry sharing. A simulated annealing opti-
mization algorithm has been implemented with a standard adaptive cooling schedule, range limiting, and statistical
move selection [22].

The input is a Spice netlist file and a technology file specifying the design rules. Generators have been imple-
mented to construct the transistor stack geometry, making use of optional static clustering and stacking order specifi-
cations supplied by the user through annotations in the Spice file. Routing length estimates are made using a
minimum spanning tree model, and three different methods for performing routing space estimates have been imple-
mented. We make use of theAnagram-II router for post-placement routing. Output mask geometry is produced in
Berkeley Magic format.

We have adopted a datapath-style cell template for the current set of experiments. Internal routing is performed in
poly and metal-1. Control inputs are assumed to arrive vertically in metal-2 and data inputs arrive horizontally in
metal-3. We place these inputs as overcell routing tracks in a position which is as close as possible to the center of the
associated net’s bounding box.
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5 Experiments

The lack of a standard set of 2D circuit benchmarks makes quantitative comparison among 2D cell synthesis tools
difficult. In this section we discuss several experiments which qualitatively illustrate the value of several aspects of
our methodology.

In Figure13 we show an experiment conducted on the mux-flipflop circuit, our running example from Figure2.
Figure13(a) shows the placement as realized by theKoan analog placement system [15]. Figure13(b) shows the out-
put ofTEMPO when clustering and dynamic transistor stacking have been disabled. Here all geometry sharing results
from the merging of adjacent geometry. It closely resembles the output ofKoan. Without integrated transistor stack-
ing, Koan andTEMPO are not able to discover the long transistor chains which are clearly visible in the manual
design.

Figure 13: The mux-flipflop placement produced by: (a) the Koan analog placement system [15],
(b) TEMPO with transistor stacking disabled.

(b)

(a)
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Two complete placed and routed examples are shown in Figure14. Figure14(a) demonstrates a placement of the
mux-flipflop circuit realized by TEMPO with clustering and dynamic transistor stacking enabled, while Figure14(b)

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Two placed and routed example circuits. Example (a) is the mux-flipflop circuit from
Figure 2. Example (b) is a CVSL carry-save adder with muxed latching inputs from [25].

(c)
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shows the final routing solution realized by theAnagram-II router. The second circuit, shown in Figure14(c), is the
“CSA-MUX” circuit from [25]. Both circuits were implemented in the MOSIS 0.35 micron CMOS process HP14B.
The former used the transistor sizes specified in the original CGaAs design, and was optimized for minimum area,
while the latter was sized by us using HSpice and was optimized to find its minimum width given a fixed height.

In Figure14(a) the mux-flipflop example has dimensions (h=67µ, w=44.3µ). This compares favorably with the
hand-designed example in Figure2, which has dimensions (h=35µ, w=60µ). However, a direct comparisons is impos-
sible—the MOSIS CMOS process used in TEMPO has tighter metal geometries than the CGaAs process used in the
manual design.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have formulated a general four step framework for 2-dimensional cell synthesis based on transis-
tor-level placement and routing. Our methodology is targeted at complex digital designs in non-dual logic families
such as CVSL, PTL, and domino CMOS, for which existing 1-dimensional methods are inadequate. We have
explored a number of options available at each step of this process, and described the choices we have made in the
implementation of our prototype tool framework, TEMPO. We have presented a number of examples which illustrate
the main features of our model: a non-gridded 2D symbolic placement engine, dynamic clustering and stack forma-
tion through transistor stack reorganization and through arbitrary geometry sharing, and integrated routing space esti-
mation.

We are currently researching the wire space estimation problem in search of more accurate techniques, and we are
compiling a set of benchmark circuits for 2-dimensional cell placement problems. These benchmarks will be obtained
from the literature as well as from industrial sources, and we intend to release these to the community in order to
encourage more accurate comparison between competing tools.

As a long term goal, we would like to explore methods for linking on-demand cell synthesis to front-end logic syn-
thesis and back-end buffer sizing, power reduction, and wire optimization techniques.
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